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ABOUT THE BOOK
Some Days Are Diamonds is the autobiography of the
successful creative male artist, Dick Feller, who was also
a closeted transgender woman.
Deena Kaye Rose recalls her life as Dick Feller, the
Nashville song writer most known for his Country music
hits that he wrote for legends like Johnny Cash, John
Denver, and Jimmy Reed. In this honest memoir that is
quirky, country and uplifting, Rose takes the reader
through the anguish of living a closeted life. From the
thoughts of suicide to the chances of fate, Deena recounts
her torment and triumphs as a male to female transgender
woman living in the Bible Belt of the United States during
a time when the word "transgender" didn't exist.
This story is a lifelong journey told through the vignettes of
her memoir with a latelife resolution that is bound to
touch the hearts and souls of those who seek to
understand and to know that Some Days are Diamonds
and Some Days are Stone.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Hello and thank you for taking the
time to take an interest in my
memoir and the transgender
community.
I grew up a Country boy always
knowing that there was a gal
yearning to get out.
I have had many a great success as a Country music writer with
the help of that feminine being. She was always a part of Dick
Feller's life that he tried so hard to suppress, but she always
came out in his music. Funny now to think back on so many of
Country's classic hits that were really about being transgender.
I had a late life transition and it wasn't as linear as people might
think it to be. I came out to some of my closest friends and
family here and there and many of them always somehow just
knew while some told me their disappointing views on
transgender people.
I now get to live my authentic self in the real "city that truly never
sleeps" Las Vegas, Nevada. I have given lectures across the
United States about my music as well as my gender and am
thankful to be in a position to be able to help many in the trans
community today. I wanted to share my truth through this
memoir so that others coming out don't have to suffer the way I
did.

AUTHOR Q&A
What do you hope people take away from your book after reading it?
That transgender people lived lives of achievement before we transitioned. We
were not just sitting around at a continuing "Pity Party" waiting to begin to live.
We were ALIVE before transition.
How do you think the Trans community has changed today from the time
when you were struggling with your own acceptance?
There is much more awareness now and resources to help people come out or get
educated on what being transgender is. There is certainly less confusion now.
Do you think that society today is more open to Trans persons?
Society is more aware that transgender people exist and there is a better
understanding of the differences between, say, crossdressers, Drag Performers,
"TomGirls" genderqueer folks, and transsexuals. While all of us may be included
in the transgender tent. The transgender people who have been publicly known in
one gender before transitioning to the other have been instrumental in moving the
conversation a little further down the line, for example Martine Rothblatt, scientist
and founder of Sirius satellite radio; Lana Wachowski, filmmaker, screenwriter
And codirector of the Matrix Films,; Jennifer Leitham, Jazz bassist with Mel Torme
and Doc Severinsen and other Jazz Giants; Kristin Beck, former Navy Seal and
member of Seal Team 6; and of course Caitlyn Jenner.
What would you say to a person struggling with their own Trans
acceptance?
Find someone to speak with who in NOT a prejudiced family member, NOT a
judgmental member of your religious structure, but rather is a sympathetic,
unbiased person of knowledge and understanding. Search the internet for
Transgender organizations, such as Gender Justice, for factual information. Do
not expect to learn the truth from someone who does not know the truth.
How do you think this book can help the Trans community and those
outside of it?
I want to show that being Transgender is a condition that can be found in every
corner of society. Even a kid from a small town in Missouri who became a
Nashville songwriter can be a person struggling with gender awareness.
Transgenderism pervades all classes, all economical groups, all religious factions,
and yes, even Country Music!

